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Alex Reep, our 2015 Rotary 
Outbound Student, has 
returned from her eleven 
months in Warsaw, Poland.  
Today, she shared some of 
her experiences with us.  
Bottom line, her year 
abroad was a 10 out of 10 
life experience! 

Poland is about the size of 
California, and is filled with 
villages and has a very 

colorful culture.  Alex lived with her host family the entire year, and just happened to 
live across the street from an actual  forest with wild boar and deer and other wild 
animals. 

Alex was fortunate to be able to travel while in Warsaw, and visited Amsterdam, 
Brussels, Paris, Pisa, Barcelona, Venice, and Prague as well as many other places.  She 
also visited Auschwitz and could see how history impacted Polish culture.  One of her 
last experiences in Poland before her return to California was backpacking for ten 
days along the Slovakian border.  This experience really made her realize what 
beautiful landscape exists in Poland.   

Next week, Alex heads for college at the University of California at San Diego.  We 
wish her well in her academics at UCSD and hope she is able to visit us again soon! 
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2016-17 ROTARY TEAMS

SEPTEMBER TEAM TASKS - this is what your team is responsible to do 
for this SEPTEMBER!

Team Doi:  Provide the pledge and inspiration

Team Giuliani:  Set up and take down the room before and after our 
meeting

Team Reep: Provide our speakers and programs  

OCTOBER TEAM TASKS - this is what your team is responsible to do for 
this OCTOBER!

Team Reep:  Provide the pledge and inspiration

Team Doi:  Set up and take down the room before and after our meeting

Team Giuliani: Provide our speakers and programs  

NOVEMBER TEAM TASKS - this is what your team is responsible to do 
for this NOVEMBER!

Team Giuliani:  Provide the pledge and inspiration

Team Reep:  Set up and take down the room before and after our meeting

Team Doi: Provide our speakers and programs  


